Greetings to all our Family and Satanic Comrades!!

Today is a good day, since the enemy Torah, its purpose, what it exists and what it does, are revealed upon the World. I take this honor to express this, because nobody would be able to understand what was going on with this vile and nefarious book, which is the blueprint of Jewish World Domination and everything they do against Gentiles, from the simplest thing, to the most hidden and corrupt spiritual actions they take. All of us together will as thus, take the veil off from these "Sorry" Jews and all their low-level trickery.

It must be understood that this knowledge people are about to receive is from Satan and the Gods wanted this badly out in the public. The knowledge over how this connects and works has been lost for centuries. If people that crossed the Jews had an idea of what they were holding all along, and why their so-called "tradition" is so important, they would have the keys to defeat them. People for tens of centuries never knew and as thus, many lost battles and wars with the Jews.

This will end now. The innermost knowledge of the Jews and their most guarded occult secrets will surface. For those brave enough to see it... There will be more of this, but this here can be quite enough for anyone to understand the finer works of this thing.

This will reveal the enemy for what they are, and what they did all along. This, long story short, might come as very strange to many people, especially those who do not possess the knowledge of the occult to understand this, or just can't allow certain subjects into their heads. What is going on though and what is being done against Gentiles and people of this world by the Jews, is far uglier than what people might think. This booklet is also designed to fill in this gap, as much as it can.

The Jews state that they are to kill and destroy any Jew that reveals their
innermost spiritual secrets, many of which even top jews don't even have any knowledge of. Imagine what it does when a Gentile unveils these, unmask this and spreads these. If the right people comprehend what the enemy is and what they have done, the people will want nothing but to get revenge from them.

Satanism is about Truth. This means, one has to be willing to know how deep the rabbit hole goes, even if this isn't what they can presently totally understand. To know the Truth is power and helps one be free. Where there is knowledge, dupes cannot work and hoaxes cannot stand.

May Satan bless our endeavor, which comes from Satan and the Forces of Hell, to show to the world what these beings are and what they do.

Here is a new small book for download. It will help everyone understand what this "Torah" is about, what "JHVH" really is, how this relates to the Bible, Xianity and Islam and what are the occult secrets the occult secrets behinds this book. How it all connects pretty much, with the jews, forming a full circle. This is the hideous Truth of what the Torah, the jews and the enemy side is doing and what they have done. It also explains other things which will help everyone understand matters, even if they are very advanced in knowledge and understanding, or just new people.

This will, of course, shed light on why the Reverse Torah Rituals are our aim. To undo this foundation upon which these things of the enemy were built and they are pushing to create.

The book can be found at [topic12514.html](topic12514.html)

**Exempt from the Book:**

First of all, what is called as the “Sefer Torah”, is a Scroll.

A scroll, that is, like just any other scroll of the Ancient Times, one might say, but unfortunately, No. The Torah is a scroll, because, something written on a scroll is giving the impression of the “No Beginning – No end”. It’s not like in a book, from where you start and end it, it's a scroll, that forms a circle, a continuity in its shape. One can imagine it forms a circle, not a finite line. This is important, as the circle represents infinity. In occult terms, this means that whatever this shit is about, it is meant to be recurring and recurring, until it's finished, materialized, or it has served its purpose. It’s a circle. A circle is about wholeness, like the Sun and this shape has specific properties.
The Idea of the Torah, has been stolen from the Ancient people who had similar books so they can do magick and enhance their civilization. Obviously, the enemy stole these books, malformed these and changed these to serve their ends. For instance, the Talmud was stolen from Babylon and obviously has been degenerated and perverted from another book that existed at this time, as the “Sefer Yetzirah” which basically lays an array for the planets, forces and such, was stolen too by books before it. The jews have nothing on their own.

Well, as this scroll is written on Hebrew pretty much. As stated, Hebrew is stolen in meanings, shapes and sounds from other Gentile Languages, the Phoenician and Egyptian first and foremost. Some research is the only necessary thing for someone to understand this and see it for themselves. Each letter does correspond to some quality and since this alphabet is stolen, letters as sounds do have an occult quality to them. If these are put in certain arrangements, vibrated in a certain way and correspond to certain numerals, these do create Kabbalistically, in others words, the jews have stolen the Ancient Pagan art and are using it to create something. Sound = Vibration = Creation. The details are filled in.

The jews are fanatically obsessed with certain things (in fact, many things), that to some might seem as superstition, but in reality, these things are pretty clearly deeper occult matters and deep excrement to hide. For instance, each Torah scroll can only be written by hand. Certain scribes have to be trained to write down this scroll, letter to letter, verbatim. The creation of scrolls can take months, or even a year. The letters, spaces and everything else have to be completely verbatim. If one letter is out of place, the whole scroll is considered trash and is thrown into the trash can, it's dull and void.

In the Torah, there are 304,805 letters. Letter for letter, this has to be copied. The Torah (Old Testament) is also divided in 5 books: Beraishit (Genesis) 78,064 letters, Shmos (Exodus) 63,529 letters, Vayikra (Leviticus) 44,790 letters, Bamidbar (Numbers) 63,530 letters, Devorim (Deuteronomy) 54,892 letters. Each of these books, corresponds to one of the 5 elements and the number is not a coincidence, either. All these books contain curses, blessings, plans and guides for the jews to reign and rule over the “Goyim”. These have to be written letter to letter, or they are void. All this insanity is for the aforesaid reason. One doesn’t need to reason it out, they just need to understand the greater context.

To make a long story short, if you arrange letters in certain sequences, this is like taking lego pieces and putting them to make a tower or anything. The enemy
arranges these things and they make short phrases, which are like Eastern Mantras and work in a similar way. This is what these books are, mostly. Just arranged letters and sequences, based upon numbers, which form things that are to be vibrated into the environment and create a certain reality, based on the things vibrated, which are infused with meaning. You need to use your imagination to understand it, and those of you who are highly evolved and advanced will grasp this pretty quick.

This is why the jews do gather in their congregations and meetings and they all vibrate the Torah. They are in other words, CREATING the Torah, INTO A REALITY- From a possible reality, to a reality, down here and now. They are vibrating into the environment. They are “creating” it together, by using and abusing the energy of the “Goyim” and anyone else who gives in to that thing. The only analogous thing of this, is the writing of a certain computer code. Nothing in this world is predestined, so when one has the knowledge of the code, they can write a code and create a “reality”. This created reality, does get reinforced by both the spiritual work of jews, but also, the prayers and salutations of all the xians and Mudslimes. “God” is nothing but a jewish thought form that has been created, representing the whole of the Jews on a higher level, but also, those beings who are inter-dimensional and behind what is going on here with the jews.
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